High Desert Museum - Volunteer Area Overviews
March 2015 to present

The overviews included in this booklet
were written by volunteers and staff members working in the various areas of the Museum. Though the names of people working
in the areas will change, the jobs that volunteers do in each area will generally stay the
same. This booklet should give you an overview of what takes place in each area and a
little history of when that area started , if
available, and how it has changed over the
years.
Team Leads featured in the articles may
not still be serving in that position. Please
contact the Volunteer Coordinator for the
most up-to-date information.
The date appearing at the bottom of each article indicates when the overview was featured
in the High Desert Voices newsletter. The newsletter is an in-house publication for volunteers
and staff.
Thanks to all of the volunteers for their work at the High Desert Museum!
High Desert Voices Newsletter Team
September 2015
Last updated April 2017
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Admissions and Greeting – Area Overview
by Brian Hoover, Admissions/Greeters Team

“You only have one opportunity to make a first
impression.” Making such impressions is a hugely
important responsibility for volunteers at the Museum’s Admissions desk. A welcoming smile and a
simple “good morning” or “good afternoon” go a
long way towards starting our guests’ visits with a
positive experience. Being the official welcoming
committee, though, isn’t all that admissions volunteers do on a daily basis. For example, volunteers collect those all-important entrance and program fees.
They also provide maps and give a brief overview of
the Museum grounds, current exhibits, and the day’s
schedule.
Another important part of Admissions duties Memberships! Quite often Museum visitors come in
unaware of all that we have to offer. Once they’ve
seen all of the things there are to experience here, visitors often come back on their way out and purchase a
membership. Our current members come in often, so the Admissions volunteers also need to be able to answer
questions about the visitors’ memberships and assist in renewing memberships or replacing lost cards.
Admissions volunteers do more than just talk about the Museum and sell tickets, they also direct and inform guests about the local area and all the interesting attractions in Bend and the surrounding towns. While
the visitor information kiosk does provide a lot of resources for our guests, those working up front must be
knowledgeable about all there is to do around here in order to answer questions that might arise. During winter months, we keep visitors updated with how conditions are up at the mountain, or where would be the best
place in town to warm up with a cup of coffee.
With the arrival of summer come even more tasks for the
admissions volunteers to take part in. There is the hectic addition of ticket sales for Raptors of the Desert Sky. There is also
the sale of Forest Service passes to tourists who come through
our area and to point them towards campgrounds and outdoor
activities. In these hot months, we also provide kennels for
our guests’ furry friends, keeping them out of the oven-like
cars that pack the lot. Summer also adds on to the list of programming, so volunteers must keep up to date on the shows
and schedules to make sure guests know where to go (and to
keep track of when to make announcements).
Then there are our greeters, these dedicated volunteers act
as the true Museum welcoming committee. When the greeters
are on duty, guests filter past the admissions desk to be pulled aside by the greeting staff for an in-depth description of the Museum and the day’s events. The greeters have the ability to answer more specific guest
questions and to go further into detail about the Museum. Their role creates a more personal and welcoming
experience when coming in to the Museum for the first time. It’s a big place and having a greeter helps immensely to get visitors oriented and on track for everything they want to see.
Admissions volunteers and greeters do a lot every day to keep the Museum full of happy visitors. Their services, from the initial hello to the final goodbye both begin and end our visitor’s experiences, making sure that
they leave us content with their visit and excited to come back again soon.
If you need more information, please contact Lee Kessler at leekessler49@gmail.com or Nicole Swarts at
nicoles@highdesertmuseum.org .
Photos by Damian Fagan & Lee Schaefer
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Area Overview - Volunteering Behind the Scenes with the Birds of Prey Team
by Claudia Nix, Birds of Prey Team Lead

In 1982 you were welcomed to the High Desert Museum
by the Natural History staff and a pair of owls. Look how
we’ve grown in 33 years. We have 20 birds and four mammals to care for in the Donald M. Kerr Birds of Prey Center plus this year we added a Barred Owl, Porcupette, and some
Redband Trout.
As “behind-the-scenes” volunteers, the Birds of Prey team
members are very lucky to be close to birds and mammals in
the Museum’s care. We had a new delivery of a baby porcupine, or should I say porcupette, named Juniper over the
summer . She was born with her eyes open and quills in
place. Her mother, Honeysuckle, father, Thistle, and brother,
Tumbleweed, are still at the High Desert Museum, but sister,
Magnolia, has joined an educational program in Washington D.C.
With the fall schedule beginning, the pace has slowed down behind the scenes
in the Donald M. Kerr Birds of Prey Center. We now have only two Birds of Prey
Encounters and, of course, the Porcupine Encounter daily. The summer schedule by
contrast was very hectic, with three Birds of Prey Encounters, the Raptors of the
Desert Sky Program, and the Desert Dwellers Program daily. Most visitors don’t
understand what it takes to put on these programs and it would be very hard to pull
it off without the summer interns, who are always such a welcome sight.
As volunteers you will receive a Birds of Prey Handling Guide, which will include information on handling, equipment, and temperament of our wildlife. You
will also be trained to make meals and clean mews, which is a British term meaning
pen, cages, and coops. The Museum’s mew is a building with a hallway down the
center and several rooms with doors on each side which contain either tethered or free-lofted birds. They are
kept contained in this part of the building so yo u never have an outside door open when handling a bird. One
must remember that none of the animals at the Museum can be released. Most were rescued after being injured. Some were “imprinted” by humans so they cannot survive in the wild. The wildlife staff works daily with the animals to build their trust. With the help of volunteers, staff can
spend more time in designing and creating habitats that ensure the space and environmental requirements for each species. Staff can also spend more time enriching the lives of
every animal in their care.
A typical volunteer’s day starts out in the kitchen making
meals for five birds, two badgers, one skunk, and one porcupine. Making meals and cleaning dishes will take you close
to lunch time. After
lunch at the RimRock Café, we start
cleaning mews. We
wipe down perches, clean water bowls, pick up leftover meals, scoop
droppings, rake rocks, sweep, do dishes, and feed the Screech Owl and
Raven, plus do any other projects that the staff may have for us.
So what’s on the Bird of Prey wish list? Well high on the list for
the flight program is a Ferruginous Hawk and a Prairie Falcon, next the
Burrowing Owl needs a companion, and for new exhibits, a Ringtail
Cat (part of the Raccoon family) and a Desert Kit Fox.
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Area Overview BOP—continued

I would like to thank Wildlife staff members John Goodell, Jon Nelson, Nickie Broesel, Alysia Wolf, and
Charlie Smith for their work and volunteers Bill Gawloski, Cliff Erikson, Veronica Hudson, Tom Calderwood,
Steve Burgess, David Macedo, Raven Tennyson, Sue Bertsch, Caroline Read-Mullins, and Bindy Beck-Meyer
for volunteering their time working behind the scenes with wildlife.

Photos by Todd Cary, Lee Schaefer, Abbott Schindler, and file
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By Hand Through Memory - Area Overview
by Sigrid von Hurst, Team Lead, BHTM

Welcome to By Hand Through Memory (BHTM). The exhibit depicts life of the Columbia River Plateau Indians. It was
shaped by traders, missionaries, European settlers, and the US
government in the 20th and 21st century. To survive, Native
people adjusted to a new strange life style and value system.
They continue to adapt living in today’s society and try to regain some of their lost identity and customs.
At first glance visitors are startled to see a cooler and lawn
chair in the traditional tipi made out of tule reeds, a native bulrush. This introduction leads into the exhibition’s purpose to
“… illustrate the mix of the historical traditions and the contemporary culture that Plateau people use every day.” (as quoted by Curator Vivian Adams)
The High Desert Museum (HDM) received a donation of
7,000 items from the Doris Swayze Bounds collection. She was a lifelong collector of Indian artifacts. The
HDM chose two major curators, Bob Boyd and Vivian Adams from the Yakama tribe. Many knowledgeable scholars
and tribal elders were consulted for the displays to present
the life of the Plateau Indians, and to convey beliefs and
history with dignity and respect. After ten years of diligent
work, the exhibit opened in 1999.
Presently the active volunteer team is small, consisting
of eight people. We are looking for new volunteers. The
schedule is flexible and adjustable any time to suit a person’s need. On average, volunteers spend three hours per
week at BHTM. New members are encouraged to shadow
different interpreters for a while until they feel comfortable
taking on the task by themselves. The team arranges yearly
field trips and attends presentations at local venues and public Native American events like Pow Wow and Eagle Dance to learn more about traditions of a different culture.
When you decide to join the team you will receive a helpful guide,
The Interpreter’s Manual for the Hall of Plateau Indians. A library of Native art and history books is there for your studies. It is
important that the truth about the past and present is heard, and let
it be known that Native people are alive.
Visitors do appreciate a personal introduction or a brief welcome. They thank us for minute information, because it makes the
exhibit more
meaningful.
It is fun and
rewarding to
talk to our
visitors, especially when the children get excited about
seeing a tipi, dancing in a jingle dress, drumming, cooking in a basket with ‘hot’ rocks, squeezing tule reeds,
touching beaded moccasins, and holding real roots still
used for food. The comparison table at the entrance to
the exhibit is a great starting point for adults and children
alike.
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Area Overview BHTM—continued

The HDM is honored by visits from Plateau Indian
families. They bring children to infuse their perspective of
life. It’s very special when they can point out family heirlooms or spot familiar faces in the displays.
Feel free to visit with us at the tipi anytime and bring a
friend. Learning about the life of the Plateau Indians may
spark an interest in you to join the team. Please contact
Linda Evans or Sigrid von Hurst 541-389-1522, BHTM
Team Lead.
There is more to the exhibit than you see at first sight.
Think about the guiding quote at the entrance by Elizabeth
Woody, Warm Springs, “By Hand Through Memory this
house is more than form.”

Photos by Abbott Schindler, John Williams, and file
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Collections - Area Overview
by Muriel Carbiener, Team Lead

What do volunteers do behind that locked door? I think I should start
with some past history. Several of us have been involved for quite a
while. Before the vault and collections work area were built, there were
three trailers in the staff and volunteer parking lot located near the fence
above the Facilities area. The Exhibits staff worked in one, the Collections
staff and volunteers worked in another, and some artifacts were stored without heat in another. The Doris Swayze Bounds Collection of Native American Artifacts was stored in another unheated area in the basement below
Spirit of the West. If we were working on any of those items, they had to be
carried across the parking lot, which was a challenge in the winter snow. In
1988 the Collections Vault and work area were completed. Now all of our
artifacts are stored are in an area that is temperature and humidity controlled,
and our work area is so much better with good lighting and storage.
In order for a new artifact to be accessioned, it must first be accepted by
the Board of Trustees Collections Committee, and then by the full Board of Trustees. It must be considered on the basis of
our Mission Statement. Then it is given an accession number by staff before
coming to us to be processed. We examine the artifact and fill out a Catalog
Form in great detail. This includes what it is made of, what its measurements are, what it looks like, where it came from, where it will be stored,
and how it will be stored using archival materials, etc. A second form, a
Condition Report, details any imperfections such as a tear or maybe a stain.
The dimensions and exactly where any imperfections are is also noted on the
Condition Report. When we handle an artifact, we wear special gloves to
keep the oils on our hands from coming in contact with the artifact. We also
attach an I.D. number by sewing a
tape on textiles or using a special archival glue on a hard surface. This
information then goes to the volunteers who specialize in entering the
information into the Museum data base, Past Perfect. Every time an
artifact has work done on it, or goes on exhibit, or comes back from an
exhibit, a Condition Report is done again. This also is done for any
traveling exhibit that we bring into the Museum. We are an American
Alliance of Museums (AAM) accredited institution which means that
we adhere to the highest standards of collection care.
Then there is cleaning. If you did not clean your house for a year, it
would be a bit dusty. The same goes for Spirit of the West and By Hand
Through Memory. Once a year, each exhibit is shut down for a week. We
use archival vacuums and archival towels for cleaning. All wool items go
into our very large freezer as a preventive measure in case any little creatures have decided to nest. All these items are vacuumed before being
returned to the exhibit. We do ask for help from all volunteers for this
cleaning process.
In the past, a black and white photo was taken of every artifact. Today
it is a digital, colored photo that is then entered into Past Perfect. We currently do not have a volunteer to do this and there are many more photos
that need to be taken. If anyone is interested in this position or would like
to learn more about our other volunteer positions, please contact Faith
Brower, Curator of Exhibitions and Collections.
Photos by Heather Duchow
February 2016
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Snakes, Scales, and Lizard Tails: An Overview of the Desertarium
by Jessica Stewart, Associate Curator of Herpetology and Ichthyology

Snakes and lizards and toads – oh my! For those interested in the cold-blooded
and scaly residents of the High Desert, the Desertarium is the place to be. The
department is home to over 30 species of native and exotic reptiles, amphibians,
fish, and invertebrates. Desertarium volunteers provide daily care for nearly all of
the animals in the collection by preparing diets and assisting with exhibit upkeep.
The associate curator trains new volunteers one-on-one in reptile husbandry and
handling.
A volunteer’s day begins with diet preparation. All produce is stored and
chopped in the Bird of Prey (BOP) kitchen. Diet prep in the BOP kitchen gives
volunteers the opportunity to interact with the
other wildlife staff and see some of the birds of
prey up close. It’s a great opportunity to learn
about the care and training of the Museum’s
birds. Once the produce is prepared, it is portioned out and distributed to the animals along
with other delicious reptile foods like crickets and mice. While feeding the
animals, volunteers also change water and clean the exhibits. There are always extra projects such as redesigning exhibits, cleaning aquariums, and
gathering fresh browse for the tortoises.
Desertarium is more than just caring for the animals, however. Though Desert Tortoise
volunteers are designated as “Behind the Scenes”, there are also ample opportunities throughout the day to interact with and engage guests. While feeding and working on exhibits, visitors
will often have questions about the animals. This is the perfect opportunity to strike up a conversation and
help create a more memorable and personal experience. If comfortable with public speaking, volunteers can
train to lead the daily Reptile Encounter. The Reptile Encounter allows
guests to touch and interact with reptiles while learning about their characteristics and conservation. This unique encounter fosters a connection between people and reptiles by dispelling common myths and showing guests
that scaly animals can be just as charismatic as their furry counterparts.
Volunteering in the Desertarium is caring for fascinating animals while
creating memorable learning experiences for guests. There is nothing that
quite compares to the feeling of seeing a
Western Toad
guest light up at the sight of these often
underappreciated animals. “You will see the kids going from one exhibit to
the next excited to see a frog, lizard, the turtles, a favorite, the tortoises and
even the snakes,” explains Sylvia Collins, a Desertarium volunteer since
2012. “Their excitement will help you realize how important these animals
are to the visitors and how important your volunteer help is to the animals’
care.”
Special thanks to current volunteers Sylvia Collins, Brandy Fischer, Jean
Drzyzgula, Alyssa Scheppegrell, Jennifer Frazier, and Rhianna Axon. Your Sonoran Mountain Kingsnake
hard work and passion for animals is invaluable to the department. I truly
appreciate you!
Photos by Jon Nelson, Jessica Stewart, & John Williams
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High Desert Voices Newsletter - Area Overview
by Siobhan Sullivan, Newsletter Editor

No one knows exactly when the High Desert Voices newsletter started but there is a copy that dates back to
March of 1982 archived in the Museum lunchroom. The newsletter has changed in several ways over the
years. It was called Vulture Views until July of 1982. In past years, the cover often had pen-and-ink drawings
created by volunteers. The president of the Museum wrote a story in each issue for several years and staff regularly contributed. High Desert Voices is by and for Museum volunteers and beginning in 2014, volunteers
began writing all of the articles in each issue. The newsletter includes articles
on current events and exhibits at the Museum, profiles of staff and volunteers, a
calendar of upcoming events, and articles related to Central Oregon that volunteers and staff may find interesting. Updates on the different areas of the Museum and thanks to specific individuals are also included.
The volunteer newsletter team consists of a core group of five people.
Siobhan Sullivan is currently the team lead, editor, and one of the writers. This
is the first newsletter she has worked on. She has experience with scientific,
conservation nonprofit, and school district-related writing. Ralph Berry is the
veteran member of the team and he helps with layout, printing, and writing. His
background is in scientific writing from his years of experience as a Professor
of Entomology at Oregon State University. Dave Gilbert writes profiles of
staff and volunteers. He was a reporter for newspapers in Alaska and Colorado.
He was the city editor for about 10 years at the Albany Democrat-Herald in Oregon. Alternating with his newspaper jobs, he taught journalism at the University of Wyoming for 10 years and Linfield College in McMinnville for 15 years. Lynne Schaefer writes profiles and articles for the newsletter. She has written newspaper columns related to skiing in California, wildlife
in Oregon, and articles for regional magazines on travel and gardening. She has written two books: A Traveler’s Guide to Historic California and Christmas Trivia Quiz. She also wrote the copy for three High Desert
Museum DVDs and one Newberry National Monument DVD. Phil
Meurer is the proofreader for the newsletter. He has a degree in
English and wrote a variety of both marketing and training materials throughout his career. The newsletter has included articles by
Susie Linford and many other volunteers over the years.
Our space is limited but if you have any ideas for the High Desert Voices newsletter or would like to contribute an article, please
let us know. You may contact Siobhan Sullivan, team lead, at soybean@aol.com or call her at 541-728-0846. If you have any comments about the newsletter, let her know and she will pass them on
to the team. We all work hard on the newsletter and hope you enjoy reading it.
Photo by Lee Schaefer
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High Desert Ranger Station-Area Overview:
“On the Main Road but off the Beaten Path”
Seven years ago—on June 26, 2008—an historic structure arrived at
the High Desert Museum after a 550-mile trip from central Nevada.
Placed on a waiting foundation between the entrance road and the
parking lot, a year of restoration preceded its July 1, 2009 opening as
an outdoor exhibit called the High Desert Ranger Station. Every day
every summer since—between July 1 and Labor Day—that exhibit has
been open to Museum visitors who learn something of the story of the
U.S. Forest Service and the National Forest System it administers for
all the people of the United States.
That story, as are so many other Museum stories, is shared with visitors by High Desert Museum volunteers—many of them Forest Service retirees who lived the story they tell. Those members of the Pacific Northwest Forest Service Association,
which sponsored the exhibit, are supplemented by other High Desert Museum volunteers who treasure their
national forest heritage. The summer 2015 season roster still has room for—and needs—a few more volunteers
who would like to learn about this heritage and share it with others.
Easily identified in their forest green polo shirts and blue jeans, these volunteers welcome Museum visitors
to the High Desert Ranger Station—an authentic, one-room district ranger’s office built on the old Mono National Forest in 1933 now furnished to stimulate questions and illustrate answers about what forest rangers did
and why. Volunteers with and without a Forest Service background
sign on and qualify not only as a Museum volunteer but also as a
High Desert Ranger Station interpreter. They get training for the job,
and there’s an informative handbook for study and backup during
their five-hour days.
Again this summer, as he has for the past six summers, High Desert Ranger Station volunteer team leader Les Joslin—who, by the
way, worked out of this little one-room office in its original location
in 1962—is scheduling volunteers for the 68 days the exhibit will be
open this summer. He’s looking forward to welcoming and training
new volunteers interested in this unique project. Volunteers serve
five-hour days starting at 11:00 a.m. and continuing until 4:00 p.m.
With a team of a dozen or so, each volunteer typically serves five or six days during a summer.
If you are interested in being a High Desert Ranger Station volunteer, you
may contact Human Resources and Volunteer Manager Shannon Campbell at
541-382-4754, Ext. 391, or Les Joslin at home at 541-330-0331 or by email at
lesjoslin@aol.com.
Oh, about that “On the Main Road but off the Beaten Path” phrase in the title
of this article? That’s in the interest of full disclosure. High Desert Ranger Station volunteers aren’t swamped by visitors. Most wish they received more. Even
though this historic white and green ranger station with the flag flying in front of
it is seen by every visitor who drives into the High Desert Museum, only a small
percentage find their way to it. A sign in front of the main Museum entrance and
reception desk reminders help, but this is likely to remain the case until the
planned relocation of the exhibit within the Museum’s outdoor exhibits area becomes a fact.
In the meantime, High Desert Ranger Station volunteers enjoy meeting the
visitors who do visit the ranger station exhibit and meet “the ranger.” You can be
part of that!
Contributed by Les Joslin, High Desert Ranger Station Team Lead

Photos by Les Joslin and file
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Living History - Area Overview (Part 1)
by Ralph Berry, Living History Team Lead

Adult and teen volunteers in the Living History program bring the history of the
High Desert to life. Visitors are greeted at the entrance by the stage coach driver,
Sourdough Sam (aka John Maloney). Often you can overhear visitors saying, “Is he
alive?” Sourdough Sam is alive and well and his quiet presence begins the visitor’s
experience of the wonders of the High Desert Museum.
The Living History program had its early beginnings in the 1980’s with the opening of the ranch in 1983 and the Spirit of the West (SOW) exhibit in the Hall of Exploration and Settlement in 1989.
The Miller Ranch
When the present “ranch site” was established in 1983-1984, it
included a log cabin, wood shed, root cellar, and outhouse. Originally the site was designed as the Blair homestead (c 1880) patterned after the life of the Robbins family, who lived in the Ochoco
Mountains near present day Prineville. There were guard rails in the
cabin guiding visitors who passed through the cabin. Excerpts from
Mrs. Robbins’ diaries were on the walls. In the mid-1990’s third
person costumed interpretation and demonstrations began intermittently at the Blair Homestead, demonstrating pioneer skills, and
working in the garden.
In 1989 the Robert Lazinka family
donated the sawmill to the Museum. The
sawmill was originally operated on the
Henry Lazinka ranch near Ukiah, OR in
the Blue Mountains of Eastern Oregon.
The first public running of the sawmill
was on May 18, 1990.
Between the years of 2000 to 2004, the
Museum started discussing the idea of
the Blair homestead becoming a living
site where visitors could exchange conversations with a High Desert historic family. The creation of the first
person living history characters and National Association of Interpretive training began during this period. Additional historical research of families and different people who
traveled through the High Desert was used to create the fictitious
Blair family. The guard rails were removed during this time to permit visitors
to “walk through” the cabin and interact
with living history characters.
The site has evolved over the years
with the addition of a barn in 2005 in the
original garden site. The barn was constructed by Museum volunteers with
wood cut at the sawmill. The barn design is based on cattle baron Peter
French’s long barn in Southeastern Oregon. The willow corral also was built by
volunteers in 2005. Shortly thereafter, a sheep shed was added that became a chicken coop a few years later. Linda Evans (aka Mrs. Miller), Curator of Living History, said, “As things changed at the ranch, you can ponder how many times we moved the outhouse”.
May 2015
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Living History - continued

In 2011, the ranch located South of Bend opened as the Miller
Ranch set in 1904. The Miller name was a common name in the area
and the Robbins’ diaries were used for story lines. The Blair homestead/cabin and the c 1900 sawmill became part of the Miller Ranch
living history site. Information from the Vandervert family was used to
create the backstory for this new fictitious family. You will often hear
Mrs. Miller refer to her Vandervert neighbors. This change brought
interpretive talking points about the use of sawmills in the High Desert
and combined the entire living history area into one “believable” ranching family. 1904 was chosen because Bend was not incorporated at that time; Prineville and Shaniko
were the major towns of the day. The High Desert story, about constant
changes in the region, the industrial revolution, and working class ranchers, is shared at the ranch. Visitors relate better to the Miller Ranch located six miles from the township of Bend and its growth during this period. The garden was also moved in 2011 to its present location to make
room for a new chicken house, which houses the heritage Faverolle
breed.
Today, trained volunteer interpreters interact with visitors and bring history of
the area to life. For example, on any given day you might encounter Ruby Borden
(aka Chris Frey) a traveling school teacher, guiding children in practicing their
writing skills in a makeshift classroom in the Miller barn. You also may visit with
Sergeant Graham (aka Frank Graham), the freight agent for the Columbia Southern
Railroad in Shaniko, who is usually at the sawmill. You also may encounter John
Riverdell (aka Steve Magidson),
a freight hauler from Shaniko,
who brings goods to Bend,
Prineville, and Laidlaw. During
the summer, you may seek out
the advice of Doc Hart (aka
Ross Hart) who may recommend some of his elixirs to treat
your aliments. He also serves as
the local dentist, but beware.
Some days, you will find Susanna Smith (aka Kathy Schroeder) showing visitors
her willow fly fishing pole and observing the skills of visitors as they cast toward a
washtub filled with water. According to Mrs. Smith, “Some of the dads take their
ability to cast very seriously, and often the little kids are the best casters”. Mr. William Berry (aka Ralph Berry), a gold miner from Canyon City, sometimes travels
to the Miller Ranch to help Mrs. Miller (aka Linda Evans) and Zack (aka Ethan
Mark) with odd jobs around the ranch. He also is a good friend of Mr. Miller and
brings news of him to Mrs. Miller. Other interpreters who you might meet at the
ranch are Jane Harrington (aka Chris Moody), Mrs. Stewart (aka Elizabeth Eastwood), Mrs. West (aka Diane Burgess), Miss O’Neil (aka Lori Neil), Sarah Miller
(aka Sarah Monda), Slim (aka Slim Stout), Mr. and Mrs. Potter (aka George Potter
and Christy Potter), Mrs. Crisman (aka Kimberly Eberhard), Mr. and Mrs. Quiring,
and several very enthusiastic teens, who engage visitors to scrub the porch, clean
rugs, water the garden, or play hoops and graces.
File photos
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Living History - Area Overview (Part 2)
by Ralph Berry, Living History Team Lead

In the May volunteer newsletter, part 1 of the Living History Area
Overview covered the Miller Ranch. In part 2, we cover the Spirit of
the West (SOW) exhibit in the Hall of Exploration and Settlement.
The Spirit of the West
With the opening of the Spirit of
the West in 1989 came new opportunities for Living History interpreters to
engage Museum visitors. The SOW
exhibit is an opportunity for visitors to
travel through 100 years of history of the High Desert. The exhibit begins with
a diorama of a Plateau Indian scene. As visitors travel through time, they will
encounter John Riverdell (aka Steve Magidson) in the fur trade scene portraying an 1826 Hudson Bay Company fur trader. Mr. Riverdell describes the life
of a fur trader and how they trapped beaver
pelts to ship to Europe to make men’s top

hats.
As visitors travel along, they will encounter Hannah Perkins (aka Muriel
Carbiener) washing a few small items of clothing in a bucket with just a little
bit of water from Rabbit Hole Springs. Caroline Fearnly (aka Ann McGranahan), talks about “the hard times that she and her family are having as they
travel along the Oregon Trail on their journey westward”. She dreams about
the time when the journey to the Willamette Valley is over and she can once
again enjoy her favorite pastime of reading. The overland scene contains
many artifacts that travelers took with them or left behind on their long journey to Oregon.
Sergeant Graham (aka Frank Graham) of the 9th Infantry Regiment explains how surveying the West in
1855 helped settle the West. Sergeant Graham has visitors use a “chain” to
measure distances between points so accurate maps could be drawn.
William Berry (aka Ralph Berry) may greet you as you enter the Gould
and Curry hard rock silver mine in Virginia City, NV. He explains how
miners spent 12 hour shifts loading ore carts, which were transported to
the surface for processing. Mr. Berry also may be found in the placer mine
attending to his sluice box recovering gold, which he takes to Silver City,
ID, where he may be found weighing his gold and waiting to talk to the
assayer. He trades his gold at the Wells Fargo Bank, which
may be guarded by Mr. Cad Iler (aka Mike Ford) the Wells
Fargo Agent or Sergeant Graham (aka Frank Graham), who
serves as the sheriff of Silver City. Mrs. Smith (aka Kathy
Schroeder) also may visit
Silver City from time to
time to show children
rocks found in the area
such as obsidian, pumice,
thunder eggs, and fool’s
gold. She also may play the sleight of hand card game of Three-Card
Monte with the children. “Kids are dumbfounded”, she says. Mrs. Smith
advises children to be careful “not to be cheated by sharps and riverboat
gamblers”, which makes their parents laugh.
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Living History - continued

When you arrive in the Buckaroo scene you might once again encounter Sergeant Graham (aka Frank Graham) who serves as the cattle
crew foreman. At special events, you also might encounter Wayne Heuple in the Buckaroo scene.
When visitors emerge from the SOW, they
have experienced 100 years of history brought
to life by Living History interpreters.
Daily tours of the SOW are given by the
following Living History volunteers: Dick
Frey, Gary Dolezal, Frank Graham, Jennifer
Bradley, Jim Langton, Ron Ross, Steve
Magidson, and Susie Linford.
Several volunteers participate in sewing many of the period-correct clothes
that are used in the Living History Department. Some volunteers in the Living
History Department enjoy doing research, which bolsters the Department’s historical knowledge and can be used to develop character descriptions.
Living History volunteers formed the Thorn Hollow String Band in September 2006. They play music from the late 1800’s and
encourage visitors to stomp their feet and dosey doe
to the pioneer-inspired jigs. Members include Skip
Paznokas on guitar and mandolin, Bob Foster on
guitar, mandolin, and harmonica, Elaine Berry on banjo, Amanda Berry on guitar
and washboard, Steve Knapp on bass, and Leon Patenburg on fiddle and mandolin.
Being a volunteer in the Living History Department doesn’t require any previous experience or a special skill, just a passion for sharing your love of history
with visitors. If you are interested in becoming a volunteer in the Living History program, contact Linda Evans or Ethan Mark. They will explain the necessary training requirements. If you join the Living History team
you will become a part of a large group of dedicated volunteers numbering about 50 to 60, which also includes
By Hand Through Memory volunteers (see the March 2015 issue of the High Desert Voices Newsletter for the
By Hand Through Memory – Area Overview).

Photos by Todd Cary, Lee Schaefer, & John Williams
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Meet the Mammal Team – Area Overview
by Carmen West, Mammal Team Volunteer

On any given Wednesday, visitors interested in listening to the
porcupine, wild cat, and otter talks are treated to lively and informative 10 to 20 minute presentations on those mammals by the leader
of the Mammal Team, Cynde Magidson. Cynde, like the other
Mammal Team members Carmen West, Susie Linford, Ray Taylor,
Don Arkell, Alexa Dellinger, and Shannon Pozovich, is delighted to
share information and fun facts about those animals with the intent
of helping the visitors gain a better understanding of them and their
place in our high desert ecosystem.
A typical talk includes information
on the animals’
range, life span, food
habits, defense systems, predators, ecosystem role, and
conservation status.
Items of interest such as the best places to encounter or to see
the animal locally, how the animal they are looking at came to
be at the museum, or where it came from and what we feed it,
are always visitor favorites.
During peak visitor season there may over 100 visitors at a given talk; while during the winter time, there
may be less than 10. So, sometimes we need to set up and wear a microphone, other times not. And, because
the audiences range in age from toddlers to senior citizens, and from having no knowledge about the animal to
experts on the subject, it is always a challenge to adapt the talks to the particular audience makeup. That’s one
of the things which keep the interpretive talks fun and challenging for the mammal team.
Another is having new mammals arrive. Learning about
them and gaining the confidence to interpret them gives us
an opportunity to hone our
skills, do some research, and
expand our knowledge, as
well as inspire our visitors to
be good stewards of those
high desert animals and the
environment they live in.
Currently we have two
river otters, three porcupines,
a bobcat, and a raccoon on
exhibit. The raccoon is a very
recent arrival and we are not
yet giving talks on it; but the
other animals have daily presentations scheduled.
Behind the scenes, the wildlife staff is caring for and working with other
mammals, namely the skunk and two badgers, to get them ready for inclusion in
the summer Desert Dwellers program.
As mammal interpreters we do not actually ‘handle’ the animals. We do, however, get to offer them food items as a reward for moving around and exhibiting
some of their natural behaviors, which we can point out and the visitors can observe. Having the porcupine climb up the ‘tree’ for his sweet potato chunk and having the otters swim for their
fish snacks are two examples.
April 2015
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Mammal Team—continued

Visitors often remember particular animals and ask about them when they
come on a return visit. That has particularly been the case with our otters.
The first two in the exhibit, Bert and Ernie, were there from 1983 through the
early 2000’s and had quite a following! Children even learned to tell them
apart. After Bert died of old age, we
acquired a female named Mokie. She
preferred one of the back dens and often stayed there throughout our talks.
Not having an otter visible made our
presentations a bit more challenging to
say the least! After Ernie passed away,
Thomas, who was ‘the face of the
High Desert Museum’ for years, arrived on the scene. He was a ‘real
ham’ and loved the audience; and we loved him for always being out of
his den interacting with the visitors. He helped to keep Mokie young
and active until she was 18. It was a sad day when he died. But, we are
thrilled to have our current four- and two-year old otters,
who are very active and entertaining.
Our team works most closely with Wildlife staff members Jon Brower, who is in charge of the exhibit animals, as
well as Nickie Broesel and Jon Nelson. They provide invaluable support, information, training, artifacts, props, and
data for us and always make us feel like we are valuable
wildlife team members.
If the above
sounds interesting to
you, the Mammal
Team is currently looking for one or two more members to give talks
when someone is on vacation, ill, or has other commitments. Just contact Cynde Magidson, our team leader, at cynde.magidson@gmail.com
and she will get you started.
Photos by Lee Schaefer, Siobhan Sullivan, and file
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High Desert Museum Nature Team – Area Overview
by Thad Grudzien, Team Lead Naturalists

The High Desert Nature Team is a group of volunteers
and associated Museum staff that interpret some of the fundamentals of local ecology to our visitors. The team began
in 2006 as a group of volunteers working with Larry Barren, Curator of Education, researching medicinal uses of
native plants by Native Americans. Kathleen Cooper made
the first plant collections and herbarium specimens for use
by the Museum. The Photography Team provided photos
of local flora in various stages of their life cycles for display on a board made by Jim Langton for the team’s first
interior exhibit. Jim Langton served as the first team leader followed by Thad Grudzien in 2014.
The present nature team has about twelve volunteers.
During the Museum’s most active season, volunteers lead
daily interpretive ‘Nature Walks’ along the outdoor trails
and point out important flora and fauna. The team members come from varied backgrounds: some are from
the Forest Service, others are former academicians, interpreters, animal trainers, or from pharmaceutical sales, Corps
of Engineers, and more. They are experts in facets of the
high desert and contribute their individual qualities to the
Museum’s mission.
Nature Walks are scheduled for 10:00 am and are the
daily kickoff of Museum presentations. These Nature Walks
serve as visitors’ initial introduction to the basic ecology of
the Museum grounds and help to establish a foundation for
further interpretive talks given throughout the day. It is our
intention to spark interest and provoke thought in Museum
visitors to investigate for themselves the amazing features of
various high desert regions.
The walks are announced over the public address system and, usually, a group of two to twenty (sometimes
even more) visitors gather at the team’s exhibit in the Hall of Plateau Indians near the Desertarium to begin the
interpretation. While each volunteer brings their own particular interest and expertise to their walk, they all
give a focused presentation on important local desert flora such as bitterbrush, manzanita, and Oregon grape as well as wildlife – Dark-eyed Junco,
Red-breasted Nuthatch, or Golden-mantled Ground Squirrel observed during the walk. Different aspects of the desert experience are emphasized.
For example, visitors are encouraged to identify the sweet smell of ponderosa pine bark, see the elastic quality of the veins in dogwood leaves, or
watch the ‘run-run-run-stop’ foraging behavior of a robin. The interpretation also points out general adaptations of local plants and animals to conserve water in a xeric habitat like the shiny waxy cuticle on Oregon grape,
the thickened leaves of manzanita, or production of metabolic water by
some desert rodents as well as specific adaptations to periodic wildfires
such as the thick, corky, insulating bark of ponderosa pine or the serotinous
cones of lodgepole pine. Lodgepole cones usually need an environmental
trigger such as fire in order to release seeds. Nature walks are intended to
last 20 to 30 minutes, however, often some of the visitors will extend the
walk with questions or later may return to the interior exhibit with further
questions or requests for clarification and discussion of a point made during the walk.
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Nature Team—continued

Every day brings a new group of visitors to the Nature Walk. Although the basic themes of plant and animal diversity and of adaptations
to wildfire and limited water are constant features of the walk, each interpretation is flavored differently by the unique blend of the visitors’
personal interests, insights, and knowledge. Just as each group of visitors is unique, each Nature Walk is different; it evolves, becoming its
own unique phenomenon. It must take advantage of both predictable
seasonal variation and, at the same time, unpredictable, spontaneous
and lucky happenstance. A good interpretation should tap visitors’
characteristics; each walk involves the interpreters’ abilities to read the
visitors and adapt on the fly to the ever changing qualities of the Nature
Walk, the daily walks are a constantly new experience for all involved,
Some improvements are on the horizon for the team’s interior exhibit. A new wooden table will replace our collapsible one. A new display
board will feature photographs of flora and fauna selected from the Photography Team’s archives.
In summary, The High Desert Museum Nature Team is a group of
enthusiastic and talented volunteers that give the Museum’s visitors an
introduction to some important features of local ecology. The team’s
eclectic interests and expertise are united by our goal to inspire and motivate Museum visitors to explore, on
their own, the marvels of the high desert ecosystem.
Photos by Lee Schaefer & Siobhan Sullivan
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Photography – Area Overview
by John Williams, Photography Team Lead

The photo team provides a wide variety of photographic services. We document exhibits, shoot candid shots of the visitors, capture actions shots of wildlife, provide 'portraits',
produce artifact documentation, and supply specific images to assist with getting grants.
Images have been used for several different types of public awareness campaigns including
magazines, billboards, newsletters, and newspapers.
Being on the photo team is one of the best volunteer positions at the High Desert Museum for the following reasons:
1) You get to help out with a wide variety of events.
2) The hours are flexible.
3) It’s fun - you get to see people at their best and capture the moment.
4) Your photography improves.
There are five photographers on the team. Each of them provided the following information about themselves.
File photo
Richard Frederick photographs events, animals, and artifacts at the Museum . He especially enjoys photographing young children in the programs presented by the Museum. He says, “The Museum
makes wondrous gifts to the people of Oregon and to visitors who come to the Museum from elsewhere. The photographic effort that I voluntarily provide to the Museum is a small measure of giving back. I feel gratified if my
small contribution helps the Museum to continue its outstanding work.”
R. Todd Cary’s main interest is in images of people, especially children, which are used in promoting the Museum. His interest in photography began in college when he was a darkroom assistant for the Stanford Daily. He
was given about 30 minutes of instruction on how to develop and print film, a 4 x 5 Speed Graphic camera, film,
and flashbulbs and then was told he would have to figure out the rest on his own. After graduating from dental
school, he went on to take photographs for a private high school, the Santa Rosa Symphony, the New York Times
Weekly, the Argus Courier, and the Greater Bend Rotary Club. He assisted Ned and Jody Martin with their books
on American Indian bridles and the bits and spurs of the American cowboys (www.hawkhillpress.com). He was
introduced to the HDM while photographing a bridle that had belonged to Chief Joseph. That photo is now in one
of their books. He said, “So when my wife, Corol Ann, and I came here, I asked if I could be of assistance to the
Museum.”
Lee Schaefer joined the photography team in 2006 to help promote the Museum through the use of video,
which was not being utilized at that time. He prefers to shoot video or stills, focusing on action and wildlife. Lee
made a documentary of the spotted owls and their offspring, which sold well in the gift shop. His DVDs of the
Spirit of the West, Nature Walk tours, and the Lazinka sawmill, meant as instructional guides for new volunteers,
also sold in the gift shop. He taped the Art Through Ancestry exhibit and worked with Native American, Vivian
Adams, the original curator of By Hand Through Memory (BHTM). He worked off site to tape several Native
Americans including Lillian Pitt, Pat Courtney Gold, and Rick Bartow in each of their respective studios on that
detailed video tour. He made an instructional video of spring cleaning BHTM that is used to recruit volunteers. He
has also been involved in taping the Sin in the Sagebrush exhibit, Frontier Firearms, Butterflies & Hummingbirds,
Leapers & Creepers, Plateau Indian Bags, and From Head to Toe, and workers remodeling the E.L. Wiegand Pavilion, short clips of otters at play, training of mustangs, and how to fire the flintlock musket.
Abbott Schindler joined the photo team in 2008—the Photo Team Leader at the time noticed him and his
camera when he was watching an otter talk and said, "Wow! That's the biggest camera I've ever seen; you need to
be on the Photo Team." At the Museum, he documents the exhibits and does general shooting, as well as concentrating on special animal exhibits. His favorite subjects are birds, wildlife, and general nature subjects. He also
loves pre-WWII classic cars, planes, and trains (or what he refers to as "guy stuff"). In addition to volunteering at
Museum, he teaches photography classes and workshops at Central Oregon Community College (COCC) and at
the Cascade Center of Photography. He also teaches Macintosh classes at COCC. Just to make sure he doesn't get
bored, he leads some of his own workshops and has a small Macintosh and photography consulting business.
John Williams has been enjoying the HDM for over 20 years and, once he retired, he decided to volunteer.
He said, “The photo team appealed to me as it allows the volunteer to help out in a wide variety of situations.” Unlike the others on the team, he has a pretty limited photography background - indeed, he never even took pictures
before digital cameras became available. “While most of my 'photo time' had been taking shots of wildlife or athletic events, my time at the Museum has helped me realize I enjoy taking candid shots of people. I currently act as
the photo team lead, so if you are interested or have questions just let me know.”
If you would like to find out more, or already know you would like to join, please contact John Williams jowi461@gmail.com.
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Silver Sage Gift Shop - Area Overview
by Nancy Gill, Silver Sage Gift Shop Team

Welcome to the Silver Sage Gift Shop! The gift shop is as old
as the Museum. However, its original home is where the 'Whose
Home' location is at present. Tiny beginnings compared to our
lovely home you will find located next to the Rimrock Café.
The Museum added the café and gift shop to the expanding
facility in 1994. The new building more than doubled the size of
one's shopping experience.
At the present time the Silver Sage has a manager and assistant
manager with 16 active volunteers. The staff increases with the
summer activities and visitors.
We welcome our visitors and ask if they need assistance in locating specific items. Upon arrival for work, a volunteer needs to ask if there are any changes they should
know about and then peruse the store for new merchandise. It is important to learn
about our local artists as well as local authors. Many visitors are shopping for souvenirs so volunteers need to be ready to assist our guests find just the right gifts.
Volunteers should be welcoming and ready to visit with our guests. Customer
service is highly important. Besides bagging purchases the volunteer learns to run
the cash register and credit card machine. Volunteers also need to be knowledgeable about all the exhibits and their locations as well as the changing exhibits at the
High Desert Museum. Volunteers usually work a three to four hour shift once a
week.
During quiet times it behooves the volunteer to check out our book sections and
read a few pages to know what is available. Above all else volunteers need to have
fun as they learn about our visitors and share their knowledge of our valuable and
popular High Desert Museum!

Photos by Heather Duchow, Abbott Schindler, & Siobhan Sullivan
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